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Introduction 

For many in the Evangelical tradition, our understanding of faith has been formed largely 

by pastors and other church and para-church leaders. Though we may also be influenced by our 

peers and our family, the primary teachers of the church are the primary sources of authority on 

faith. Though there are many exceptions, these have historically been positions occupied by men. 

For this reason our collective faith is shaped largely by the male voice and a male perspective.  

As a teenager, my first memories of spiritual development came through male youth pastors in 

high school, and then male para-church leaders through Intervarsity Christian Fellowship in 

college. Though we did have female leaders who would teach and preach from time to time, the 

majority of the teaching was done by men. Even today, in my experience, the overwhelming 

majority of teaching from pulpits in churches I am familiar with is done by men.  

Spiritual Direction has been a tool used by the Holy Spirit to shape and guide the souls of 

both men and women for millennia toward a deeper understanding of God. Directors have been 

both men and women, but the historical records speak mostly of men, aside from the wonderful 

medieval mystics and several notable female exemplars. Though it is not new by any means, the 

role of spiritual director is a fairly new concept within Evangelical circles. Spiritual Direction 

has largely occupied Catholic and Orthodox faiths, but thanks to ecumenical perspectives from 

writers such as Richard Rohr, historian Patricia Ranft, and Spiritual Directors such as Margaret 

Guenther, this quiet ministry has recently gained prominence and popularity as a model for 

Christian growth amongst Protestants as well. They each bring valuable perspectives on gender 

into the field. At a time when the culture around us wants to minimize the differences between 

genders, these authors illuminate the contributions of female spiritual directors throughout 

history (Ranft, A Woman’s Way), the role gender plays in the spiritual journey (Rohr, Men and 
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Women: Journey of Spiritual Transformation), and speak directly from experience as female 

spiritual directors (Guenther, Holy Listening). In this paper I will explore how a feminine 

perspective on spirituality and spiritual formation through the lens of Spiritual Direction brings a 

much needed feminine voice to the masculine dominated discipleship models within the 

Evangelical church culture today. By calling for greater equality in practice, publishing, and use 

of inclusive language in the field of spiritual direction, we can, with God’s help, lead a 

movement of transformation in the hearts and souls of both men and women across the church 

and her many denominations, subcultures, and people groups. 

 

Ranft on The History of Women in Spiritual Direction 

 We need not look far through the pages of scripture to see that women are central to the 

great unfolding story of the Gospel. From the first chapters of the New Testament at the 

annunciation to Mary up to the first eye-witnesses to the resurrection with Mary Magdelene, we 

see women not only at the heart of receiving and accepting the message of Jesus, but proclaiming 

it to the world. 

 In her book A Woman’s Way: The Forgotten History of Women Spiritual Directors, 

Patricia Ranft shows us that throughout the Gospel narratives women are shown to be 

functioning as Spiritual Directors. Though the texts do not explicitly use this term, she 

acknowledges the formative role such women play – both in scripture and throughout history – 

by writing, “every time a woman helped, advised, guided, inspired by example, instructed, 

preached, cajoled, reared, chided, or directed another to reach the ... conclusion [that humans 

were created to find happiness in God], she was in fact offering spiritual direction.”1 This is of 

 
1 Ranft, 5-6 
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course a much more general definition of spiritual direction than we understand today. These 

were not director/directee professional relationships in that sense, but nevertheless we can learn a 

great deal about how women functioned as caretakers of souls and apply that to our practice 

today. By thinking of women throughout history as spiritual directors we also begin to see their 

influential position in society despite historically not bearing any honorific title. Ranft is 

primarily a historian of spirituality, so she leads us in a revisionist history for the good of us all. 

“We must remember that it was the women spiritual directors’ understanding of life – their 

spirituality – which they were directing others to accept. They were, in fact, influencing the 

actions and decisions of others, and collectively these actions and decisions shaped society. We 

as historians can no longer afford to ignore this obviously influential position in society.”2  

Mary, the mother of God, shows us first what it looks like to listen to God and obey. 

Upon hearing the greeting from the angel, “Greetings, you who are highly favored! The Lord is 

with you,”3 she is greatly troubled, asks a very appropriate question, “how can this be, since I am 

a virgin,” but ultimately accepts the words of God, ““I am the Lord’s servant,” Mary answered. 

“May your word to me be fulfilled.”4 She doubts, but then she accepts. Then she begins to 

understand her role in the big story as she sings, “for he has been mindful of the humble state of 

his servant. From now on all generations will call me blessed.”5 The Magnificat shows us what 

the breaking in of God into humanity means – the high are brought low and the low are raised 

up, and it is Mary who preaches to us this good news as a turning point in history. We shall see 

from Richard Rohr more about the masculine and feminine spiritual journey as paths of descent 

and ascent, respectively, later in this paper.  

 
2 Ibid, 6 
3 Luke 1:28 
4 Luke 1:38 
5 Luke 1:48 
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Ultimately, Mary “treasured up all these things and pondered them in her heart.”6 This is 

our model of open reception to the things of God as both directors and directees. When we 

receive new revelation from God, we ought to receive this as a gift or treasure, and ponder it in 

our heart. Spiritual directors can help us ponder and treasure the revelation from God. Mary goes 

on to instruct those without faith how to respond to Jesus – “do whatever he tells you” –  in his 

first public miracle at the wedding at Cana.7 Though it might seem like a stretch to call this 

spiritual direction, it is clear that women are in fact leading others to follow Jesus at this 

significant moment when Jesus first begins his public ministry with this first miracle. 

We see this in much greater detail when the Syrophoenician woman encounters Jesus at 

the well, we see another instance of a woman offering “spiritual direction” (quote marks 

intended) to others. It is clear this woman has a deep encounter with Jesus herself, and then 

proceeds to tell others about it. “‘Come, see a man who told me everything I ever did. Could this 

be the Messiah?’ They came out of the town and made their way toward him.”8 Her testimony 

drew others to learn more about Jesus. She asked a question, but did not tell others what they 

should or should not think about him. She drew them in because of their imagination and 

curiosity in her own personal story, and they learned for themselves. “They said to the woman, 

“We no longer believe just because of what you said; now we have heard for ourselves, and we 

know that this man really is the Savior of the world.”9 This is the best accolade a spiritual 

director or any pastor or spiritual mentor can receive – they are no longer relying on her words to 

go to Jesus, they went and saw for themselves and believed. 

 
6 Luke 2:19 
7 Ranft, 10. 
8 John 4:29 
9 John 4:42 
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Richard Rohr notes a minor detail in this passage that is so easily overlooked. “Jacob’s 

well was there, and Jesus, tired as he was from the journey, sat down by the well. It was about 

noon.”10 Rohr speculates that this detail, like most details in the scriptures, is not there by 

accident. Noon is the middle of the day. Perhaps God is telling us that we are in the mid-point of 

history11, and by having this encounter with a woman at this point, we see that there is a turning 

point in history when woman are lifted up. He takes her from a place of shame – of coming to 

the well at mid-day to avoid being seen – to a place of honor – telling people who she saw and 

drawing them to this living water. More on the feminine spiritual journey will be discussed in the 

next section. 

Ranft touches on influential directors throughout the early centuries of the church: 

Macrina from the age of the church fathers, Hadewijch from the early medieval period, and 

others. However, it is in the “late medieval and the early modern periods in Western Christianity 

(that) spiritual direction came into full maturity.”12 Catherine of Siena is a valuable resource for 

us as we have her personal writings on the practice of spiritual direction, hundreds of letters, as 

well as her major treatise, The Dialogue of Divine Providence. This seminal writing is a dialogue 

between a soul and God, and through it we see Catherine’s understanding of the role of a 

Spiritual Director: to serve others by leading them closer to God. “Union with the Godhead 

brought perfection, and, therefore, happiness, the goal of humanity,”13 she writes. This is 

achieved through humble submission and obedience to the divine will of God. “’I want you to 

want things to go not your own way, but the way of one who is. You will then be stripped of 

 
10 John 4:6 
11 Rohr, Men and Women: The Journey of Spiritual Transformation 
12 Ranft, 87 
13 Ranft, 90 
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your own will and clothed in his,’ and thus ‘will accept this circumstance and every other, 

however difficult, realizing that it must be for our good.14’” 

Catherine also felt deeply called to a non-judgmental posture in spiritual direction. “You 

neither should nor can assume’ that any directee ‘is guilty of serious sin, for often as not your 

judgement would be false.’ Sometimes a person appears to be in darkness, but it is due not to his 

or her will, but ‘because I, God eternal, have withdrawn.’ Thus, ‘how foolish and reprehensible 

would be any judgement you or anyone else might make by assuming on appearances alone, just 

because I had revealed to you the darkness that that soul was in, that it was because of sin.’ Last, 

rather than indulging in such speculation, good spiritual directors should ‘concentrate on coming 

to know yourselves perfectly, so that you may more perfectly know my goodness to you. Leave 

this and every other kind of judgement to me, and take up compassion.”15 

That being said, she was concerned with things that were clearly sinful, and she was 

especially passionate about those in authority who allowed or overlooked sin. Catherine lectured 

the pope about his failure to fulfill his obligation as spiritual director. “…do evil when holy 

justice dies in them because of their selfish self-centeredness and their fear of incurring 

displeasure of others. They see those under them sinning, but it seems they pretend not to see and 

do not correct them.’ This failure to guide ‘is why those in their care are all rotten, full of 

uncleanness and evil!’”16 While a non-judgmental posture was important in her practice of 

spiritual direction, this by no means meant Catherine tolerated or approved of sin. As directors 

today, we should not judge or assume particular sins cause particular troubles, but we should be 

willing to invite the directee to consider how sin might be affecting his or her relationship with 

 
14 Ranft, 92. In The Dialogue, Catherine of Siena quotes the voice of God as revealed to her in a vision. Ranft quotes 
excerpts from The Dialogue fluidly with many footnotes throughout A Woman’s Way. 
15 Ranft, 89 
16 Ranft, 92 
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God and others. As with any listening or helping profession, if we see evidence of abuse or harm 

to self or others it must be reported properly. 

Ranft does not attempt to draw many conclusions from the reading of history. She is 

primarily a historian, so her main goal was simply to increase the writing on female spiritual 

directors and fill in the gaps of our history books. She also hopes that this study helps us gain an 

appreciation of the true nature of spiritual direction. By reading the lives of female spiritual 

directors we see that the role is much more than “pithy sayings or platitudes.” Ranft argues that 

“the essence of spiritual direction is much deeper. It is the vehicle Christians utilize to address 

issues of meaning.17” Spiritual direction helps people learn why. Hardship or suffering can be 

tolerated, even embraced when there is meaning. Women throughout the centuries have played 

an invaluable role in helping people discover God and meaning in their lives through the practice 

of spiritual direction. “Women were spiritual directors from the very beginning. At no point in 

this ministry were women excluded, condemned, or even considered inferior. The only criteria 

needed to participate in the ministry was a grasp of ultimate realities and the ability to 

communicate that grasp to others. Throughout the centuries women have met that standard as 

often as men. It is time we give them the historical respect and attention that is their due.”18 

 

Richard Rohr on Masculine and Feminine Spirituality 

 Author and Franciscan friar Richard Rohr has written extensively on spirituality and 

contemplative prayer. Rohr’s books, The Enneagram: A Christian Perspective, and Falling 

Upward: Spirituality for the Two Halves of Life have been influential in my own understanding 

of faith. His approach to faith is quite different than the Evangelical culture I was raised in and 

 
17 Ranft, 193 
18 Ranft, 194 
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continue to live in. Though it is unpublished in book format, Rohr has presented a lecture 

published as an audiobook by Franciscan Media in 2006. Men and Women: Journey of Spiritual 

Transformation is a compelling narrative of the spiritual journey for men and women. In my 

experience, gendered books on spirituality that come from more fundamental evangelical 

cultures see gender simply as a role assigned to you that you must fall into. That being said, 

authors are leery here to weigh too heavily in an area where there are many exceptions. 

Assumptions about gender and sexuality should be held loosely, acknowledging that there are 

“masculine” and “feminine” qualities in all of us. Tilden Edwards, in Spiritual Director, 

Spiritual Companion writes “I believe that the differences between us are much more 

quantitative than qualitative. St Paul speaks of being ‘in Christ’ as a quality that is neither male 

nor female (Gal 3:28). Nonetheless, there are some valuable questions to which we can be 

sensitive concerning individual gender experience, questions that we may find helpful to ask 

ourselves, and to be aware of in listening to others.”19  

 In Men and Women, Rohr first speaks about the masculine spiritual journey. The journey 

can be described as a first-half of life ascent culminating in a crisis of limitation (in our culture 

we might call this a ‘mid-life crisis’) followed by a second-half of life descent called the wisdom 

journey. It is only when the man realizes his limitations and learns the need for humility by 

taking the path of descent does he become truly wise. Rohr calls this the “holy fool.” If not, the 

man becomes an ‘old fool’ or continues to resist limitations and becomes bitter and resentful. 

 
19 Edwards, 134 
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This is why cultures throughout history have employed some sort of initiation rite for the 

male. A cultural event of maturation for boys to become men. “Only in the recent west that 

deemed it unnecessary to initiate young men. As best I can summarize, it seems that culture after 

culture felt that if the young men were not 

introduced to … ‘ the mysteries’ … he 

would not know first of all what to do with 

his pain, and secondly, he would almost 

always abuse his power.”20 Spirituality, for 

Rohr, is about what you do with your pain. 

For the male in traditional cultures, their life 

begins with an ascent (see fig. 1). Men want 

to be heroic, significant, to matter. In our 

culture men obsess over this during the first half of life. The initiation rites for many traditional 

cultures involve coming to terms with their limits, experiencing pain, and discovering who we 

truly are. Rohr sees this as the process of learning about descent before it is too late; “to learn 

ahead of time that we are not in control, and that we are a little part of a great big cosmic story. 

Initiation is not primarily about morality (do this), but about cosmology – showing us who we 

are and where we are situated in the universe. Inside of this cosmology we can grow safely.”21  

 We desperately need in our culture rites or frameworks for boys to become men by 

learning their limitations and learning wisdom and humility. Our culture does not inherently 

teach us to understand our limitations, but to continue the foolish path of ascent to the very end. 

We reject things that limit our possibilities. “To remain unfettered is an ideal in our culture. (But) 

 
20 Rohr, Chapter 1. 
21 Rohr, Men and Women, Chapter 1 

Figure 1 - Gender and the Spiritual Journey (Richard Rohr) 
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limitation of options is the mark of leaving adolescence. As long as options are open, we remain 

a perpetual adolescent. Puer eternis – the eternal boy.”22 Spiritual direction can help men 

understand our journey and the two halves of life, especially if gender is used as a tool to 

understand ourselves.  

Women, on the other hand, do not need a rite of initiation because “It’s the feminine that 

understands spirituality”23 – very few cultures feel it necessary to initiate women – they don’t 

need it. They know it already. She doesn’t need to be taught the mysteries of descent. It is men 

who need to be taught how to go down. Historically, in most cultures women go down first. Rohr 

identifies this as the feminine descent from ages 1-21. The woman in traditional cultures feels 

that she is not important, and is “first of all reminded of her inferior status.”24 Middle life, for 

women, is the work of body and soul – the little unheroic things like changing diapers and caring 

for children.  

We are living in a major time of transition. Gender, the ultimate archetype of the soul, is 

being transformed. Rohr acknowledges that in the past several decades in the West, we have seen 

women taking paths similar to that of men in traditional cultures. This is undoubtably a good 

thing as this is an elevation of the woman to status equal to that of men, but it is not for free: 

“Today the woman is taking (perhaps for the first time in all of human society) the same path as 

the male – and she will have to learn and experience the same humiliation, and crisis of 

limitation, failure, realizing that this isn’t all there is – there might be something more.”  

But Jesus seems to have understood the disparity in statuses of women and men well 

before our culture did. This is why Jesus unequivocally asks women to raise up from their low 

 
22 Ibid, Chapter 1. 
23 Rohr, Men and Women, Chapter 2 
24 Ibid. 
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position, and asks men to descend from their high position. “Zacchaeus, make haste, and come 

down; for today I must abide at thy house.”25 The response to Jesus call for ascent or descent is 

often met with resistance. The men consistently fight Jesus on the descent. The disciple Peter is 

for us the masculine archetype. He resists even Jesus’ own words about his descent (Matthew 

16:22), attacks those who come to arrest Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane, and claims to never 

deny Jesus but then meets his crisis of limitation when he does indeed deny Jesus three times. 

The rest of the disciples are no better. They argue over who is the greatest (Mark 9:34), and also 

are ‘filled with grief’ at his foretelling of his death (Matthew 17:23). They don’t understand the 

need for descent, but Jesus is patient with them, as he is with all of us. 

If men are afraid to go down, women have their own fear in their spiritual journey. But 

Jesus invites them to rise up. “He says to her, "Talitha, koum!" which is translated, "Little girl, I 

say to you, arise!26” When Jesus meets the woman who had been caught in the act of adultery, 

the text reads, he ‘stoops down’, almost as to come down to her level, but then stands up, 

modeling for her the ascent she must take. Jesus stoops down a second time when the crowd tries 

to trap him, and writes in the dust with his finger. He stands up again, after all the accusers have 

left, and shows her the way forward – the path of ascent. 

We can take Rohr’s insights on the spiritual journey of men and women into our own 

practice of spiritual direction by acknowledging that each gender has unique ways of sinning and 

unique callings to rise or fall. For men, learning humility and letting go of control is one of life’s 

most important lessons. For women, learning to value the self and contribute equally despite a 

culture that wants to minimize the feminine voice is so often the path of spiritual growth. All this 

is said with a big caveat that assumptions about gender should never be blindly applied to any 

 
25 Luke 19:5, KJV 
26 Mark 5:41 
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context, but we should listen contemplatively and invite the directee to learn these things in their 

own way, on their own terms. 

 

Guenther on Women in Spiritual Direction 

 Margaret Guenther, in the last chapter of her book Holy Listening, the Art of Spiritual 

Direction, speaks about the ministry of women in spiritual direction and the difference between 

genders on the spiritual journey. In her perspective as a spiritual director, she writes, “I am 

convinced that women function differently as directors – not better, not worse, but differently. 

They bring special gifts, a unique perspective, and their vulnerabilities.”27  

Guenther identifies these special gifts in women as listeners, outsiders, and nurturers. 

Listening can be the greatest gift to give someone. To not offer advice but to simply listen and 

invite the speaker to explore deeper thoughts and feelings is so rare it almost feels uncomfortable 

to be truly listened to. As we experienced in class, the ability to actively listen without 

controlling the direction of the conversation, ask questions, or provide solutions does not come 

easily for many people, but perhaps more difficult for men than women. Women have been 

socialized in our culture to be supportive of others. “Many women,” Guenther observes, “feel the 

call to a listening ministry…when they find others turning to them and trusting them in this 

way….At this point, the sought-after listener is by no means a spiritual director; if she thinks she 

is, she risks pretentiousness and self-deception.” But Guenther extends a warning to female 

spiritual directors. Do not let the listening and caring become the basis of their own identity. This 

socialization to listening roles can be a fruitful step toward ministry, as long as the director 

grows in a secure sense of self outside of the listening ministry. “She no longer needs to use 

 
27 Guenther, 110 
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others to learn about herself, although increasing self-knowledge is an inevitable concomitant of 

doing spiritual direction. Rather, she can employ her highly developed listening skills in a spirit 

of loving detachment. She can listen maternally. Guenther observes differences in listening 

styles of mothers and fathers. Citing studies from Women’s Ways of Knowing28, Guenther notes 

how children tend to talk about personal matters more with their mothers and impersonal matters 

with their fathers. In return, mothers listen and try to help on the child’s terms, while the father’s 

help is offered on his terms.29 This is an instance where male directors need to learn from the 

wisdom of the maternal listener. We must be willing to engage with directees on their terms, 

continue an open-ended conversation and resist the temptation to offer glib advice. 

 As I shared in the introduction, the exclusion of women from authoritative teaching roles 

in the history of the church has imparted to women a sense of otherness. Guenther notes that this 

marginality allows women to be particularly sensitive to the outsiders of our society, and helps 

her to be open to “the stories and experience of those whom society has pushed to the edge or 

tried to render invisible– the frail, aged, the abused, gay men, and lesbians.”30  

 As nurturers, women, especially those who have become biological mothers, are 

especially suited to care for and love another soul. But this does not mean that the feminine 

spiritual director coddles or infantilizes the directee. “Good mothering enables the child to 

develop his own capabilities, grow to maturity, and move away from reliance on the mother.”31 

So nurturing must be done from a secure identity and from a place of strength. For, as Annice 

Callahan writes in her short article Some Women's Perspectives on the Ministry of Spiritual 

 
28 Mary Field Belenky, Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind, (New York: Basic 
Books, 1988) 
29 Guenther, 113 
30 Guenther, 116 
31 Guenther, 117 
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Direction, the Christian idea of self-sacrificing love may be harmful to women who have already 

sacrificed so much of themselves already.32 

Of course, this is not to create a division among genders in spiritual direction. “It would 

be a great loss, however, if this increased awareness of the distinctive qualities of women’s 

spirituality led to some kind of rigid separatism. As men and women, we are completed by each 

other.”33 Instead, she is advocating for an expansion of the field of spiritual direction and by 

embracing the spiritual language of women. “We cannot expect openness and sensitivity from 

men until they are equally acquainted with the spirituality and language of women.”34 

The issue of gender inclusive language is one with real immediate practical applications 

for us all. As much as the term is contentious in today’s political climate, we all need to grow in 

seeing gendered micro-aggressions for what they are: subversive (and many times unintentional) 

claims to power of one gender over the other. Women also are socialized to assume a lower 

social position through small but powerful differences in language and tone. “Statements of 

conviction lose their strength when introduced with ‘I believe’ or ‘I think’ instead of ‘I know.’ In 

order to involve the listener in statements, thus securing his agreement, women may end a 

sentence interrogatively, in either actual words or by a rising inflection of voice.”35 Indeed, “the 

myth of spiritual director as expert can be more harmful to women than to men.”36 Callahan 

argues for a Christian feminist perspective: a holistic and relational approach to spiritual 

direction that advocates for liberation from patriarchal structures and dominance by men in the 

field.  Both male and female directors need to be “committed to ending violence against women, 

 
32 Callahan, 90 
33 Guenther, 110 
34 Ibid, 111 
35 Guenther, 121 
36 Callahan, 90 
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working for inclusive language, and opening all ministries to women, since such exclusion harms 

the spiritual lives of women.”37 The inclusive image of midwife to the soul is a particularly 

powerful one for bringing greater equality to the genders in the ministry of spiritual direction, as 

both men and women can participate in literal and spiritual midwifery.  

Guenther notices a disproportionate number of women who seek out spiritual direction. 

“These are almost always women for whom the old ways no longer serve.”38 Rohr’s map of the 

spiritual journey for women supports this observation. As they enter the mid-life crisis, the 

identity of nurturer, work of body and soul, and path of descent no longer provides meaning. The 

woman must at this point discover her identity again, this time as one who ascends.39 “The 

institutional church has not been helpful to these women; while lip-service is paid to the 

importance of lay ministry, the powerful unspoken message remains: the real minister is the one 

up front on Sunday morning.”40As spiritual directors of women directees, we can help women on 

the path of discernment, whether that is to ordained ministry or some other vocational calling. 

 

Integration – Gender Equality in Spiritual Direction 

A cursory search of books on ‘discipleship’ on amazon.com reveals dozens of books by 

male authors for every one book authored (and sometimes only co-authored) by a female author. 

The good news is that in the area of spiritual formation and especially in the field of spiritual 

direction, the picture is quite different. Of the first 16 results for “spiritual direction”, 8 are 

authored by female authors, 7 by male authors, and one by a male-female co-authorship (see 

figure 2).  

 
37 Callahan, 91 
38 Guenther, 119 
39 Rohr, Men and Women, Chapter 2. 
40 Guenther, 119 
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Figure 2 – First page of results of books on Spiritual Direction from Amazon.com 

Christian Publishing houses must first of all notice the lack of female voice in books on 

discipleship and then take steps to correct this gender bias.  

 Though we have a long way to go in promoting equality among genders in the church, 

the ministry of spiritual direction is a fruitful place to begin. The church (and specifically in my 

context, the Protestant Evangelical church) needs both men and women not only practicing the 

art of contemplative listening as spiritual directors, but listening to God as directees with the help 

of a Spiritual Director. It is a practice much different than discipleship, and a practice that the 

majority of people do not even know about, much less seek out on a regular basis. We all need to 

learn to adopt inclusive language, celebrate and honor the female spiritual directors from the 

past, consider the feminine spiritual journey from Richard Rohr. We should all, regardless of our 

own gender, learn from and practice the feminine qualities of good spiritual directors from 

Margaret Guenther.  I hope to launch, with the help of several female ministers, a ministry of 

spiritual direction in my own church. It is my hope that from the beginning of this ministry 

women are at the center, leading and guiding not only in actual spiritual direction sessions but in 

directing and shaping the ministry as a whole. 

Title Author Gender
Kaleidoscope Ineda Pearl Adesanya Female
Spiritual Direction: Wisdom for the long walk of faith Henri Nouwen Male
Spiritual Direction: A guide for Sharing the Father's Love Fr. Thomas Acklin and Fr. Boniface Hicks Male
Holy Listening Margaret Guenther (and Alan Jones) Female
Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering Female
The Practice of Spiritual Direction William Barry and William Connolly Male
Spiritual Direction: A Guide to Giving and Receiving Direction Gordon T. Smith Male
Spiritual Direction 101: The Basics of Spiritual Guidance Teresa Blythe Female
Foundations in Spiritual Direction Beverly Lanzetta Female
Candlelight: Illuminating in the Art of Spiritual Direction Susah Phillips Female
Spiritual Direction Supervision: Principles, Practices, & Storytelling Lucy Abbott Tucker (and Matthey Whitney) Female
Navigating the Interior Life Daniel Burke Male
The Art of Spiritual Direction W. Paul Jones Male
Spiritual Direction: Beyond the Beginnings Janet Ruffing Female
Padre Pio's Spiritual Direction for Every Day Gianluigi Pasquale and Marsha Daigle-Williamson Both
Starting Spiritual Direction: A Guide to Getting Ready… John Mabry Male
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